The story of the restoration of the Austin Princess DM7 owned by Ian Coombes
Only 22 DM7 Touring Limousines were built between 1956 and May 1959 when all Series IV
production ended. The total production run being a mere 199 units. Basic price for the DS7 Saloon
was £3376 including taxes making it some £700 dearer than the preceding Princess Series III
[DS/DM5]. The twenty two affluent customers who ordered a DM7 paid in excess of £300 on top of
the Saloon Price which pushed the cost of a DM7 over that of the DM4 Princess, which probably
explains why there were only 22 produced. The front bench seat incorporates a one-piece electrically
operated drop-glass partition and fixed side draught screens. The front seat itself being fully
adjustable for height, rake and leg room, unlike the competing Series Humber Hawk and Super Snipe
Limousines where the front seat and glass partition are fixed at a rigid upright position making long
hauls for the driver/chauffer quite an ordeal [ Believe me I know from experience].
For the record the Vanden Plas Body Numbers of the DM7s were
15008, 15035, 15051, 15052, 15053, 15054, 15055, 15070, 15077, 15109, 15113, 15133, 15137,
15141, 15150, 15155, 15162, 15169, 15176, 15186, 15191, 15194
15008 – Chassis No. 13020 was the 1956 Earl’s Court Motor Show Car
15054 – Chassis No. 13199

Registered WAC 903
Body Colour – Black Interior – Grey Bedford Cord front & rear

15055 – Chassis No. 13206
Registered 623 PMD
Body Colour – Golden Beige Metallic over Royal Blue - Interior - Ivory Leather front & rear Prepared
as 1957 Earl’s Court Show Car complete with matching Ivory leather luggage set
15054 & 15055 form part of my own collection and the attached photographs show 623 PMD on
display with others on our Club Stand at the NEC Birmingham in November last year. A further two
DM7s are known - with one in Scotland and one in Southern Ireland.
The missing link – Body 15032 – Chassis DM7 – 13121 was taken to Australia by Sir Leonard Lord
and given to the General Manager of BMC that now actually makes the count 23 DM7s. I recall
seeing an article from a 1957 Australian motoring magazine some years ago which described the
BMC Managing Director of Australian Operations Series IV as having a removable glass partition. I
believe a number of DS7 Saloons were fitted with a bench seat and a demountable [removable]
sliding glass partition was offered as a “dealer fitted option” [One example is owned by a club
member]. An adaptation which was perpetuated with the 3 Litre and 4 Litre R Princesses.

The story that follows, as told by Robin Crump the restorer, only manages to skim the surface of the
work that went into restoring this vehicle. The pictures reflect the terrible state the car was in when
restoration commenced. I am sure many cars in better condition have been rejected as restoration
projects but since this vehicle’s unique heritage and rareness, the work was justified. Many parts of
the car were fabricated by Robin.
This DM7 was first registered in Apr 1957 for the Earls Court Motor Show, London.
I (Robin Crump) first went to see the car about 1999. It was in a barn in Chelmsford. I was told that
the barn roof fell on it. I have no idea how long it had been off the road. Ian Coombes purchased the
DM7 in August 2006 and as can be seen by the pictures, it was in right state of deterioration.
First job was to strip off all chrome parts, lights and the grill. New door strips were made out copper
and taken for electroplating. The interior was stripped to gain access to the damage to the roof. All the
rotten metal parts were cut out. The dents in the roof were pushed out, then hot spot to shrink out the
oil can affect. The wood frame was repaired. The frame for the electric division was repaired and
made to work again. All new body parts were made from 1.6mm Zinteck. Some of the parts had to be
fabricated such as the rear quarter wings, were then welded onto the car. Then we removed the front
wings & doors to repair pillars and wings.

The engine was stripped in situation to check the crankshaft - it was ok. 2 new cylinder liners were
fitted and cylinders re-bored. We needed new pistons +040 and bearing shells. A friend of mine has
all the right equipment to do the engine work.

The wiring was no good. Broken wires with most of the fabric gone so all wires were black. A new
wiring loom was made, which is in 3 parts. The polarity was change to Negative earth and an
alternator fitted.
The next jobs were to do the brakes - new master cylinder and wheel cylinders together with all new
pipes. The brake servo unit needed repair and new brake shoes fitted. The power steering was
stripped and new seal and O rings fitted. The radiator needed to be re-cored. A petrol tank was made
as well as an exhaust system. New rear springs also needed to be fitted.
The dents in the in the front wings were dressed. The car then prepared for spraying. When spraying
was completed the body trims were refitted. A new head lining was made and fitted. Finally the
repaired door trims, door caps and dash board were refitted.
The DM7 was restored by Robin Crump Trading as CVR Stevenage Hertfordshire UK.

